
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 
COURSE OUTCOME 

Sl. 
No. 

Core COURSE OUTCOME 

1 CC - I 

General Philosophy 
Clear and Concise explanation and arguments about 
basic philosophical problems such as:- knowledge, 
reality, substance, truth, God, World, goodness and evil 
etc. 

2 CC - II 

Logic and Scientific Method. 
It acquaints vs. With laws of thoughts fro perfecting 
inteligence ability. It comprehends how to think and 
what to think. 

3 CC - III 
System of Indian Philosophy - I 
It helps to recognise the reality of the world with a view 
to transforming and spiritualising human life. 

4 CC - IV 

Symbolic Logic 
It brings preciseness and clarity in translating the day to 
day language by the help of valid arguments, variables, 
ideograms and deductive method. 

5 CC - V 

Ethics  
It inquires about norms and values, about ideas of good 
and bad, right and wrong, virtue and vice which are 
mostly used to guide the Human Being for practice. 

6 CC - VI 

History of Greek philosophy. 
It exposes t hmm e origin and development of Greek 
thought and it familiarise the thoughts of Thales, 
phythagoras, herachitus, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. 

7 CC - VII 

System of Indian Philosophy - II. 
It deals with the Upanisadic concept of reality like 
Brahman and Atman, Pramanas, categories, Maya 
Mainly for the attainment of Mukti. 

8 CC - VIII 

Contemporary Indian philosophy. 
It highlights the evolutionary process by understanding 
the concept of man, ideal social order, universal religion, 
vision of a just society as exposed by the contemporary 
thinkers like Tagore, Vivekananda, Radhakrishnan, 
Gandhi. 



9 CC - IX 

History of Modern European philosophy. 
It provides an objective and scientific analysis for 
believing the reason and mind as the best instrument for 
the search after truth. 

10 CC - X 

Philosophy of Language 
It helps to understand well the very words "Meaning" 
and "Definition" and study the relation of language to 
things. 

11 CC - XI 

Western classics: Meditations of Rene Descartes. 
It helps to learn about the entire thoughts of Rene 
Descartes such as universal doubt, Cogito-ergo-sum, 
existence of God, ideas and mind-body dualism. 

12 CC - XII 

Indian Text: Isa Upanisad 
It unfolds Brahmavidhya, Explains Brahman as the 
absolute spiritual reality for moral and spiritual 
purification. 

13 CC - XIII 

Social and political philosophy  
It helps us to protest against the evils of individualism 
and capitalism by laying emphasis on the society rather 
than the self-centred individuals. 

14 CC - XIV 

Applied Ethics  
It helps us to employ the general Ethical Principles to 
almost all aspects of human life and animal rights, 
biomedical sphere, environment, Business and to 
different profession. 

15 DSE - I 

Philosophy of Bhagvad Gita. 
It encourages to live life with purity, strengths, discipline, 
honesty and integrity by the synthesis of jnana yoga, 
karma yoga and bhakti yoga. 

16 DSE - II 

Philosophy of Religion 
It deals with the philosophical thinking about religion in 
terms of general conceptual framework with detached 
objectivity. 

17 DSE – III 

It acquaints with the Gandhian concept of a just society 
through his idea of social engineering. Sarvodaya, 
Satyagraha, Nai-Takim, Satya and Ahimsa for World 
peace. 

 


